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Hans Schlyer, Leah Schroeder, Zac Holton, and Jonathan Wall work on a project.

Dominick Manes, Niko Habek, Cole Warnaca, Xavier Richtsmeier, and Jose Navarro pose during a class.

Angelina Olsen takes notes in her class.

Leonardo Lopez and Cameron Schultz hang out on the couches by the library.

Ashton Oropeza-Spies, Jimena Ramirez, Citali Perez pose together.

Jose Valdez and Cerena Everest run the student store.

Cameron Barnes and his buddies learn in Culinary.

Kohl Turner smiles for the camera while Jonathan Wall focuses on his assignment in science.

Bianca Tapia-Vizcaino puts her headphones on and works hard in art.

Xilali Espinosa and Christopher Oropeza grin for the camera in their class.

Ivan Mohrland and Quinn Priebe focus their attention on their worksheets.

Chloe Palmer-Godsey laughs as her classmate cracked a joke.

Rhiannon Barton and Hannah Winter throw smiles at the camera during Flex, where juniors and freshmen mingle.

Ngo Espinosa works hard in Mr. Klarich's class.
Putting in work

VICTOR OROPEZA and Emanual GIL-GARCIA flex for the camera while lane McKENNEY completes skull crushers in weights class.

ANEL RIVERA, JADEN NIEMELA, and JOHN MCLEOD take a break from their P.E. class.

JADEN NIEMELA and GUNNAR BALZER wait for Mr. Fraker's instruction.

AIDEN HOL' working hard during the abs portion of his P.E. class.

ALEX DELANGIE and ALEX RUIVACA get ready to crush their opponents in a P.E. game.

SAYANNA HEYL, BRITNI HARRIS, OLIVIA CAPPULLINI, JACQUELINE GUZMAN, CLARE NELLE, ISABELLA RODRIGUEZ and SARAH BUTTRUILL Huddle together and show off their pearly whites.

Ms. Dillon talks to Cole BURNELL and Isaac GUZMAN about their art projects.

Yahir ESPINOZA and Jonathan HERRERA sit with friends in culinary.

ALEJANDRO NIEVES-GARCIA gives the camera double thumbs up.

ISAAK WALKER, SKYE BARTZ and LUKE HAFFERMANN at lunch.

ESMERALDA ALVARADO and nikoli HABEK flash the camera a quick smile while they're working.
1. Caleb Wulfman, Jaden Hiatt, and Daisy Griffith are caught off guard in Mr. Davies' class.
2. Luis Gonzales smiles at the camera.
3. AVID students Britini Harris, Tagen Matthews, Tamly Guzman and Rosita Cruz take a quick break from their studies.
4. Eric Rosario playfully puts Leonardo Garcia-Torres in a headlock while Elijah Robles finds it funny.
5. The concert choir rehearses their pieces in the Commons.
7. Julia Vandel and Ryan Totman give a friendly thumbs up between class periods.
10. Lochlan Roach and Hunter Zachary happily smile for the camera as they have a quick chat in the hallway.
11. Abelardo Gonzalez strikes a dramatic pose as he waits for class to start.
12. AVID students listen as Mrs. Renner-Singer gives instructions.
13. Luis Gonzales gives the camera a stunning smile.
15. Christopher Sullivan and Cameron Barnes take a break from working on their assignment.
Brian Ross, Avette Demoor, and Austin McElravy smile when asked for a photo during AVID.

Citlali Perez and Rosario Fernandez-Santiago flash big smiles for the camera.

Madeline Schiefelbein, Toni Haarhues, and Julia Vandel give the photographer a thumbs up.
Seniors

Seniors take the L against the Grizzled old men

Vanessa Rodriguez, Stephanie Valencia, and Tammy Guzman get decked out in Kodiak gear

Elise Brulotte and Hadyun Gunter remarkably perform in front of Mrs. Hesse's class

Raul Mata and Jose Valdez get dolled up for their class presentation in their Literature class.

Duncan Allen and Jacqueline Guzman are getting into their last band sessions

Kaitlyn Craig, Abigail Brown, and Julia Armstrong struggle to hold up a smile in Calculus class

Jose Valdez and Carter Bailey act out a scene from The Importance of Being Earnest.

Class Vice-President, Kaitlyn Craig, works hard on the class poster during Homecoming Week.

Kurt Fraker shows the camera some love while watching a basketball game.

Natalie Robles graces the camera with her smile while hanging Monopoly signs on the Senior Class doorway.

Class President, Alondra Barragan, and Kathy Boyd decorate the Senior Class doorway

Megan Evans frantically gets ready for college application season
“You aren’t here to impress anyone except yourself.”

“THE ONLY CONSTANT IN LIFE IS THAT THERE IS NO CONSTANT (UNLESS YOU’RE DOING CALCULUS, THEN IT IS C).”

ALONDRA ACEVEDO SANTIAGO DUNCAN C.J. ALLEN

"YOUR DNA IS NOT YOUR DESTINY."
ANDREA BRIXEY

"IF YOU’RE NOT LIVING ON THE EDGE, YOU’RE TAKING UP TOO MUCH SPACE." - T. LEWIS, GRANDPA

"I HOPE THE EXIT IS JOYFUL AND I HOPE NEVER TO RETURN" FRIDA KAHLO

ETHAN ALMEIDA ANDREA ALVAREZ

GEDDES W. ANDERSON SAMANTHA AARELLANO VAZQUEZ
"Hey Julia, remember that time you were smart?"
- Mr. Massey

"Intelligence is the ability of a living creature to perform pointless or unnatural acts." Arkady Strugatsky

Julia ML Armstrong

"We can always make a difference if we get the courage to think critically, care for others, & to sustain hope."

Carter Monson Bailey

"Look out for those who look out for you. Loyalty is everything."
Connor McGregor

"The happier I am, the less I see."

Alondra Barragan

Ricardo Barragan

Kayla Jo Bittle
"Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me." - Psalm 23:4

"There isn't a person you wouldn't love if you could read their whole story."
- Marjorie Hinckley

"Happiness never decreases by being shared."
- Buddha

"Love is a hidden treasure; keep your loving heart sacred."
“A coffee a day keeps the grumpy away.”

Kaitlyn F. Craig

“You don’t always need a plan. Sometimes you just need to breathe, trust, let go, and see what happens.”

Mandy Hale

Dorothy Espinosa

Morelia Espinoza-Jimenez

“It’s an imperfect world but it’s the only one we got” — Tony Stark (Iron Man)

Noe Espinoza

"Chin up princess, or the crown slips."

Megan H. Evans
"Remember, licking doorknobs is illegal on other planets."
-Spongebob

Kendall M. Felix

Felicity Ford-Weaver

"Let's get a little crazy here."  
Bob Ross

Kurt A. Fraker

It's a Jeep thing.

Leland L. Funke

Christian Matthew Gibbs

Luis Francisco Gonzalez Rosari
"My favorite fall vegetable is a sweet potato." - Michelle Obama

"Happiness can be found in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light." - Albus Dumbledore

HADYN R. W. GUNTER

JACQUELINE GUZMAN-GARCIA

"You can stress, or you can finesse." - J. Cole

"Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory."

KENYA GUZMAN

TAMLY GUZMAN

"Gotta learn stuff through denial and error." - Ricky Lefleur

NATHAN T. HAGAN

CONRAD A. HASSE
“THINGS CHANGE, PEOPLE CHANGE, FEELINGS CHANGE TOO.”

“THINKING THAT IT’S FINALLY THE END, I DON’T FEEL ANY RELIEF; I’M NOT PREPARED YET.” SPEAR B

CARLOS HERRERA

EMILY A. HERRERA

“YOU MUST LIVE IN THE PRESENT, LAUNCH YOURSELF ON EVERY WAVE, FIND YOUR ETERNITY IN EACH MOMENT”

HENRY THOREAU

MADELINE B. HINDS

ALEXIS IBARRA

“We all have secrets, the ones we keep, and the ones kept from us.”

OSCAR JOYA RODRIGUEZ

CAITLYN GRACE KELLEY
"You live as much as you let yourself"

"Do not dwell in the past, do not worry about the future, focus on living fully in the present."
-Roy T. Bennett

Levi J. Larson

"All that we see and seem is but a dream within a dream."
-Edgar Allen Poe

Joseph Long

Luis M. Lopez-Jaime

"I'm not actually funny. I'm really mean and everyone thinks I'm joking."

Kaija J. Lovelady

"Don't give up, stay strong, and get strong."

Mia Lopez

Andrew L. Magnaghi
"Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday." - Don Marquis

Axel Martinez Nieto

Raul Mata Garcia

"I don’t know what planet I’m on." - Trippie Redd

Nicholas R. McAuslan

Lane M. Mckenney

"Let's make America great again." - Donald Trump

Nathan K. Mcmahon

Madilyn Nicole Mcniel
“School is practice for future life. Practice makes perfect and nobody’s perfect, so why practice?”
-B. Armstrong

“Continue to hold on to those beautiful memories. They won’t be there forever, but our spirit lives on.”
— Lil B

“What you think, you create. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, you become.”

Ivan R. Mohrland

Cruz Montesinos

Shayla Murphy

David W. Nelson

William M. Nilles

Tyler J. Parton
Sarah E. Paulson

"Let's wander where the WiFi is weak"

Joshua B. Pedersen

"Just one more YouTube video then I'm going to bed."

Lilian Pflug-Tilton

"Always be true to yourself."

Joshua R. Pinneo

Gianna M. Pistoresi

"Doing what you like is freedom. Liking what you do is happiness."
– My Momma

Zane R. Priebe

"However difficult life may seem, there is always something you can do and succeed at."
– Stephen Hawking
“Plague for the plague god, pox for the pox cauldron, why am I always sick?”

Chandler W. Pulse

“Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory.”
—Dr. Seuss

Rose A. Robinson

“The value of life lies not in the length of days but in what we decide to make out of them.”

Natalie G. Robles Copado

“Do what you have to do, for you.”

Grace B. Rodriguez

“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope and confidence.”
—Helen Keller

Vanessa Rodriguez
"PROPS TO HAVING ONLY BROTHERS BECAUSE I GET MOST OF THE ATTENTION."

ASHLEY J. ROSS

"THERE'S NO ADVANTAGE TO HURRYING THROUGH LIFE"
—SHIKAMARU NARA

BRITTANY N. RYAN

ALEJANDRO SANCHEZ

"THE NOBLEST ART IS THAT OF MAKING OTHERS HAPPY."
—P.T. BARNUM

DANIEL SANDOVAL

MADELINE J. SCHIEFELBEIN
"NEVER LET YOUR FEAR DECIDE YOUR FATE."
—AWOLNATION

“DON’T BUILD WALLS, BUILD BRIDGES”
—MAMA FLO
Once a Kodiak, Always a Kodiak...

"Success is built off other people losing to you, so don't let others steal your victory."

Amber Leann Vandegraft

D'Andre J. Vasquez

Jaydn J. Wilder

James R. Young

Forrest A. Walker
Rosita Cruz, Karina Alejandre and Daisy Ledesma dress up for Halloween.

Brian Ross talks about the art project to Michael Whitehead.

Fatima Rosario, Jaqueline Olguin, Juquita Trujillo and Karina Alejandre make a plan to win Uno.

Kelvin Ramos enjoys the school pizza.

Elizabeth Scadden, Rhiannon Barton and Bethann Gifford play Uno.

Artem Olsen displays his pizza in Culinary.

Jaise Walter works on projects in Health.

Makiowa Sutton studies in Chem.

Estafany Vazquez tries to defeat Nayeli Vazquez the board game, Balderdash.

TJ Thompson goes to get a tardy slip.

Hunter Zackary eats lunch with the Sophomores.

Isaak Walker and Skye Bartz try to figure out how Brandon Semenuk landed a cork 720.
Above: Nikoli Habek, Cameron Ostrem, Justin Puntiel and Tana Zegstrood in Biology.

Left: Trent Hedges and William Twombly show attitude in History.

Below: Quinn Priebe and Hannah Zackary in Mrs. Murphy's computer class.

Above: Price Schubert and Aidan Skylstad sharing a moment during lunch.

Above: Nick Schafer studying in the hallway.

Juan Carlos Martinez (top), Tim Campbell and Maxwell Webb (left) show off their stylish headphones.

Left: Cole Warnaca making an important call on his calculator during math class.

Above: Victoria Fonseca, Giovanni Rosario and Melissa Olguin enjoy a moment together.

Kobe Lopez, Dylan Lord and Nikoli Habek hang out during lunch.

Ledger Parrish, Ben Young and Trent Hedges working hard in Mr. Bard's class.

Will Twombly and Megan Hendrickson deep in thought.
Layne Creech and Kayden Peterson listen to a Biology lecture.

Band members Eleanor Camp and Leonardo Guerrero Lopez take a quick break between songs.

Giovanny Rosario and Kobe Lopez bond over a shared assignment.

Megan Carlson shows off her stylish Halloween costume.

Damien Hughes, Azana Healy-Pieretti, Alana Estacio and Ava Holmes smile for the camera.

Alma Castro and Stella Johnson carefully light their Bunsen burner.

Andrea Ramirez, Krisia Quintanilla and Jacqueline Munoz Banales talk out a problem.

Below: Catherine Bailey and Yohana Bernal smile for the camera.

Angel Onate Penilla pokes fun at Aldair Oropeza Goyos.

Above: Kobe Lopez and Lillyan Ashford hang out in Mrs. Schaefer’s room.

Lavi Capusan and Austin Ellison laugh during Biology.

Above: Sierra Stoddard, Victoria Fonseca, Ashley Stine and Jaden Avery take a moment to pose for the camera.

Hannah Zackary and Quinn Priebe pose for the camera after a long period of coding.
Alex Ruvalcaba and Aiden Hol work together on a worksheet in Ms. Ravitts' room.

Who said science can't be fun? Clearly Ethan Magnaghi, Kylea Gilreath and Owen Bard show otherwise!

Itzel Guzman and Andrea Curiel smile big for the Kodiak win!

Cole Warman enjoys pizza during culinary.

Paola Guzman and Emilee Cruz pose for a photo!

Freshman friends McClane Wylie, Tru Dodson, Laura Lyman and Leonardo Garcia spend their lunch outside the school in the fall weather.

Tobin Walker and Derek Richardson put their brains together and study hard.

McClane Wylie, Renee Lambert and John McLeod stare intently at the project they are trying to finish.

Esmeralda Alvarado offers a bright smile for the camera.
John McLeod shows us the face of confused victory in Freshman P.E. Ultimate Frisbee.

Jose Reyes, Antonio Garcia, Manuel Camarena, Edgar Mata and Britni Harris dressed up for Halloween.

Ava Northrup, Kylea Gilreath and Perla Martinez excitedly pose while the Kodiaks battles our opponents in the background.

Jaden Niemala and Angelina Olsen light up with smiles when they take a break from class to strike a pose for a picture.

Chase Runions and Jacob Redman watch and smile as the other team loses.

Collin Stitt throws up the peace sign while listening to his tunes outside.

Wyatt Takacs smiles as his classmate makes a funny face.

Parker Nunnally focuses on his art project for his Freshman art class.

Hannah Winter and Brianna Moss look up from the book they were reading in class.
ASSOCIATED STUDENT BODY

ASB Executives

Left to right: Madeline Schiefelbein (Vice President), Carter Bailey (President), Julia Vandel (Secretary), and Ashlyn Ising (Treasurer). Our executive ASB officers have fun in the snow outside the front of the school.

Class Representatives

Top row left to right: Cameron Ostrem, Carter Ross, Damien Hughes, Cooper Bryan, Kayden Peterson
Middle row: Abigail Brown, Nicole Dunn, Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia, Alexa Rodgers
Bottom row: Truh Merriman, Britni Harris, Eric Rosario, Ellie Camp, D'Andre Vasquez, Rosita Cruz

Senior Class Executives

Left to right: Kaitlyn Craig, Alondra Barragan, Natalie Robles

Junior Class Executives

Top row left to right: Austin Moelkavy, Will Piers
Bottom: Savannah Stefanko, Kascia Muscutt

Sophomore Class Executives

Left to right: Morgan Colvin, Isabella Mclean, Ben Piers, and Landon Davies

Freshmen Class Executives

Left to right: Anna Martinez, Madeline Gillespie, Nina Brenan
SELECT CHOR

Middle Row: Abigail Brown, Leora Aurilio, Cerena Everest, Landon Davies, Rhiannon Barton, Ava Holmes
Bottom Row: Annalise Bowles, Madeline Schiefelbein, Julia Vandel, Grace Smith, D'Andre Vasquez, TruH Merriman

CONCERT CHOR

Left to right: Carly Ostrem, Rylee Pursell, Leora Aurilio, Madeline Gillespie
CONCERT BAND

Top Row: Harrison Arnold, Quinn Priefe, Torin Brine, Josiah Smith, Clare Nelle, Riverhawk Marson, Anthony Delangie, John McLeod,


Bottom Row: Kendall Felix, Hannah Zackary, Eleanor Camp, Abhley Stine, Sarah Burshek, Isai Claros, Tristan Willms, Aiden Hol, Hayden Anderson

JAZZ BAND

Top Row: Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia, Caleb Jantzer, Duncan Allen, James Dickinson, Harrison Arnold, Clare Nelle

Middle Row: Anthony Delangie, Eleanor Camp, Torin Brine, Katherine Boyd, Isai Claros

PEP-BAND
Top Row: Caleb Jantzer, Harrison Arnold, Quinn Prieb, Torin Brine, Josiah Smith, Clare Nelle, Riverhawk Marson, Anthony Delangie, and John McLeod
Middle Row: James Dickinson, Leo Guerrero, Duncan Allen, Katie Boyd, Jacqueline Guzman, Jocelynn Rodriguez, Corina Ramirez, Judah Wilkes, and Lien Hagedorn
Bottom Row: Kendall Felix, Hannah Zackary, Ellie Camp, Ashley Stine, Sarah Burshek, Isai Claros, Tristin Willms, Aiden Hol, Hayden Anderson

M.E.CH.A CLUB
Top Row: Natalie Robles-Copado, Karina Alejandre, Tamy Guzman, and Alondra Acevedo-Santiago
Middle Row: Jacqueline Munoz-Banales, D’Andre Vasquez, Alondra Barragan, Nayeli Vazquez
Bottom Row: Jacqueline Olguin-Ramos, Daisy Ledesma, Corina Ramirez, and Estefany Vasquez

CLIMBING CLUB
Top row: Rory Swoboda, Azana Healy-Pieretti, Luke Hafermann, Elise Brulotte, and Molly Wiser
Middle row: Bijou Zehm, Cody Enloe, Landon Davies, Alexandria Rodgers, Alexis Ibarra
Bottom row: Emily Villalobos, Stella Johnson, Anna Martinez, Madeline Gillespie, Derek Richardson, and Josie Brenan
DRAMA CLUB
Top row: Elise Brulotte, Caleb Jantzer, Tagen Mathews, Duncan Allen, Sarah Pinned, and Isabella Mckean
Middle row: Mia Lopez, Eleanor Camp, Avette Demoor, Sarah Butruille, Leora Aurilio, Landon Davies, and Josiah Smith
Bottom row: Emily Villalobos, Emma Skylstad, Kelsey Turner, Olivia Cappellini, Grace Smith, Rosita Cruz, and Vrushika Doshi

ART CLUB
Top row: Olivia Cappellini, Artem Olsen, and Mia Lopez
Bottom row: Perla Martinez, Rosita Cruz Carina Hernandez

SPEECH & DEBATE CLUB
Top row: Leora Aurilio, Isabella Mckean, Tagen Mathews, Duncan Allen, and Kayden Peterson
Middle row: Josiah Smith, Mia Lopez, Katie O'Connor, and Eleanor Camp
Bottom row: Vrushika Doshi, Kelsey Turner, Sasha Morgan, Ashley Stine, and Emma Skylstad
Honor Society

Top Row: Will Piers, Cooper Bryan, Elise Brulotte, Hans Schlyer, Megan Evans, Luke Hafermann, Raul Mata, Austin McElravy
Third Row: Torin Brine, Cerena Everest, Kascia Muscutt, Kaitlyn Craig, Ben Piers, Isabella Mckean, Sarah Butruille, Molly Wiser, Teague Duncan
Second Row: Morgan Colvin, Rory Swoboda, Alondra Barragan, Abigail Brown, Josie Brenan, Evelyn Bueno, Zoe McDevitt, Landon Davies, Quinn Priebe

Knowledge Bowl

Left to right: Sarah Butruille, Cerena Everest, Clare Nelle, Duncan Allen, Austin McElravy

DE.C.A.

Top Row: Lauren Muscutt, Tru Dodson, Kaitlin Hess, Leonardo Garcia-Torres
Middle Row: Kylea Gilreath, Elise Brulotte, Avette Demoor, Raul Mata, Cerena Everest
Bottom Row: Jose Valdez, Olivia Winters, Chloe Palmer-Godsey, D'Andre Vasquez, Sage Worden
INTERACT CLUB
Top Row: Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia, Elise Brulotte, Kaitlyn Craig, Vrushika Doshi
Bottom Row: Krisia Quintanilla, Samantha Arellano-Vazquez, Andrea Ramirez, Alondra Barragan, Vanessa Rodriguez

KEY CLUB
Top Row: Leonardo Guerrero-Lopez, Azana Healy-Pieretti, Kaitlin Hess, Olivia Cappellini, Samantha Arellano-Vazquez
Middle Row: Alma Castro, Alexandra Capusan, Kolby Hunt, Savana Stefanko, TruH Merriman, Kassandra Muscutt
Bottom Row: Alexandra Rodgers, Xitlali Espinosa, Kayle Oyos, Bijou Zehm, Chloe Palmer-Godsey, Elise Brulotte

LEO'S CLUB
Left to Right: Hans Schlyer, Elise Brulotte, Raul Mata, Cerena Everest, Abigail Brown
**Book Club**

Top Row: Jacqueline Guzman-Garcia, Duncan Allen, and Rose Robinson

Middle Row: Sarah Burshek, Ashley Stine, Hannah Zackary, and Kelsea Turner

Bottom Row: Samantha Arellano-Vazquez, Vanessa Rodriguez, and Celeste Villalobos

---

**K-Pop Club**

Top Row: Leora Aurilio, Elise Brulotte, Isabella McKeen, and Landon Davies

Middle Row: Josiah Smith, Anna Martinez, Eleanor Camp, and Grace Smith

Bottom Row: Kelsea Turner, Ashley Stine, Hadyn Gunter, and Sarah Burshek

---

**Magic Club**

On the left: Jeremy Sickles-Jeffris, Ryan Totman, and Jonathan Cromwell-Dougan

On the right: Caleb Jantzer, Brooks Scheibler, Layne Creed, and Timothy Campbell
A big thank you to all the Publications staff for making this year's yearbook possible! From your editors, Alondra Barragan & Abigail Brown

Our German exchange student, Florian Joa, shows us some home town team spirit!

Our two new additions to the Cascade Kodiak family: Florian Joa and Vrushika Doshi

Cascade exchange student, Vrushika Doshi, shows us some fashion from her home country of India!
Discovery

(From left to right) Alexis Mogahuey, Tatyanna Perez, Justine Ferry, Kenneth O'Meara, Sierra Miklosh, Kadence Harston, and Mr. Blue huddle for a group discussion about our history.

Tyler Parton and Andrea Alvarez smile happily for the camera while having a well deserved break.

Bonding over Work

Left. (Left to right) Alexis Mogahuey, Sierra Miklosh, Justine Ferry, and Kadence Harston attentively listening to Mr. Blue’s lesson. Middle Photo. Kadence Harston, Justine Ferry, and Alexis Mogahuey enjoy each other’s company in front of the Discovery art wall. Right. Teacher, Travis Blue poses hilariously while students Tatyanna Perez, Justine Ferry, Kenneth O’Meara, Sierra Miklosh, and Kadence Harston look on in embarrassment.
HUNTER REINHART DEFENDS HIS QUARTERBACK, COLE WARNACA, FROM A SACK BY AN EPHRATA PLAYER.

JOSE VALDEZ DEFENDS HIS RUNNING BACK, TEAGUE DUNCAN.

RUNNING BACK, TEAGUE DUNCAN, SPRINTS DOWN THE FIELD LOOKING FOR A FIRST DOWN.

THE KODIACS SWARM WHILE ISIAH DAYTON TACKLES AN OMAK PIONEER.

CORNER, BEN SUNITSCH, ATTEMPTS TO TAKE DOWN AN EPHRATA PLAYER.

XAVIER RICHTSMEIR SPRINTS AWAY FROM DEFENDERS WHILE SAUL VIZCAINO PUTS UP A BLOCK.

QUARTERBACK, KURT FRAKER, AWAITS THE SNAP FROM HIS CENTER.

THE OFFENSIVE LINE PATIENTLY WAITS THE SNAP OF THE BALL PREPARING TO PROTECT THE QUARTERBACK.
Teague Duncan sprints down the sideline narrowly escaping defenders on his way to scoring a touchdown.

Quarterback, Cole Warnaca, escapes a tackle.

Captains Jet Bailey, Jose Valdez, Alex Sanchez, and Kurt Fraker walk hand in hand to the captain's meeting.

Xavier Richtsmeier carries the ball while Isai Claros sprints to provide defense for him.

Isiah Dayton runs up the hole while evading defenders.

Top Row: Saul Vizciano, Isaac Cortes, David Nelson, Spencer Drolc, Florian Joa, Cole Warnaca, Micheal Whitehead, Johnathan Cromwell, Hunter Reinhert, Gavin Hall, Bryce James

Second Row: Coach Crites, Coach Tito, Lane McKinney, Alex Flick, James Dickinson, Isiah Dayton, Conrad Hasse, Wyatt Lambert, Bret Fraker, Christian Gibbs, Cameron Ostrem, Jose Valdez, Julian Alvarez, Coach Coffin

Third Row: Coach Lang, Jonathan Herrera, Coach Kaapuni, Alex Sanchez, Alex Delangie, Kurt Fraker, Teague Duncan, Nate McMahon, Carter Bailey, Andrew Magnaghi, Eric Rosario, Coach Hill, Coach Murphy, Coach Tally

Fourth Row: Jadan Hiatt, Gavin Dwyer, Ben Suntsch, Xavier Richtsmeier, Cody Enloe, Isai Claros, Austin Curry, Ethan Magnaghi
JV FOOTBALL

Above: Colton Latimer runs the ball against Chelan.

Below: Alex Flick makes sure he's behind the line before the snap.

Top Row: Cole Warman, Cameron Barnes, Florian Joa, Michael Whitehead, Jon Cromwell-Dougan, Spencer Drolc, Saul Vizcaino-Sandoval
Middle Row: Bryce James, Cameron Ostrem, Xavier Richtsmeier, Austin Curry, Gunnar Balzer, Ethan Magnaghi, Alex Fick, Bret Fraker, Coach Tally
Bottom Row: Coach Tito Anaya, Colton Latimer, Gavin Dwyer, Isai Claros, Alex Delangie, Rally Baker, Coach Crites
Alex Flick after intercepting a pass early in the game.

Cody Enloe breaks some ankles on offense.

Isaac Cortes after running the ball in for a touchdown.

Saul Vizcaino-Sandoval and Coach Zavala pose for a picture mid game.

The defense calls a timeout to strategize before they go on to defeat Omak at home.

The Kodiaks break the huddle and hustle to the line.

Bret Fraker and Rally Baker after stopping Omak on 4th down.

Xavier Richtsmeier prepares to break a tackle.
The lady Kodiaks "team in" before their home match against Kiona Benton.

The Seniors lead their "Who's house? Our house" cheer before their match against Omak.

**VARSITY VOLLEYBALL**

Directly to the right: Kayla Bittle jumps up for a single block against the Omak Pioneers' middle hitter. Far right: Senior outside hitter, Megan Evans, attacks the ball while her teammates cover her.

Top Row: Coach Coffin, Ashley Ross, Savannah Akers, Megan Evans, Coach Rosario, Coach Aguilar Middle Row: Kaitlyn Craig, Abigail Brown, Natalie Robles, Madeline Schiefelbein, Kayla Bittle, Dorothy Espinosa Bottom Row: Julia Vandel, Emma Palmer, Natalie Craig, Kalin D'Neal, Giselle Cortes

**Madeline Schiefelbein - Libero**

**Natalie Robles - Defensive Specialist**

**Megan Evans - Outside Hitter**

**Kayla Bittle - Middle Blocker**

**Abigail Brown - Setter**

**Ashley Ross - Outside Hitter**
Libero, Madeline Schiefelbein, lays out to defend an attack.

Senior Megan Evans prepares to layout to save the ball while her teammates group around her waiting to play the ball.

The Serve-Receive team: Ashley Ross, Madeline Schiefelbein, and Megan Evans prepare to receive a serve ball.

Seniors Abigail Brown and Kayla Bittle double block Kiona Benton’s outside hitter.

Abigail Brown and Madeline Schiefelbein celebrate with Megan Evans after she serves an ace on Kiona Benton.

Junior backside hitter, Savannah Akers, jumps to attack the ball.

Kaitlyn Craig - middle blocker

Dorothy Espinoza - defensive specialist

Seniors Ashley Ross, Kaitlyn Craig, and Dorothy Espinosa celebrate after Ashley Ross scores with a tip kill against Cashmere.
**JV Volleyball**

Top Row: Xitlali Espinosa, Ruth Biebesheimer, Natalie Craig, Emma Kampen-Palmer, Coach Rosario
Bottom Row: Julia Vandel, Kalin O'Neal, Giselle Cortes, Carly Ostrem

Giselle Cortes bumps the ball as Carly Ostrem, Natalie Craig, & Emma Kampen-Palmer prepare to spike.

Sophomore libero, Julia Vandel, dives to keep the ball alive.

The girls come together to strategize in between matches.

Emma Kampen-Palmer, Giselle Cortes, and Ruth Biebesheimer celebrate after a great point.

Kalin O'Neal, Julia Vandel, Xitlali Espinosa, Carly Ostrem, & Emma Kampen-Palmer get pumped before a match.

Sophomore, Kalin O'Neal, assists the outside, Natalie Craig, from the backrow.

Carly Ostrem, Emma Kampen-Palmer, and Giselle Cortes show their passion after a hard-fought point.

The Lady Kodiaks come into the huddle to prepare for their match.

Freshman, Xitlali Espinosa, spikes the ball over the net forcing a point against Omak.
The Lady Kodiaks come together after a great rally.

Abigail Emert, Britni Harris, and Kaitlin Hess dive for a save as the others gather.

Top Row: Kaitlin Hess, Olivia Cappellini, Ava Northrup, Coach Aguilar
Bottom Row: Britni Harris, Rosario Fernandez-Santiago, Abigail Emert

In the lead, the girls destress and laugh before the next set.

The team huddles together in between matches to discuss their next moves.

Rosario Fernandez-Santiago, Britni Harris, Kaitlin Hess, Ava Northrup, & Olivia Cappellini strategize for the winning point.

Ava Northrup and Abigail Emert work together to get the ball over the net to the opposing team.

Rosario Fernandez-Santiago, Britni Harris, Kaitlin Hess, Ava Northrup, and Abigail Emert celebrate a well deserved point.

Freshman setter, Kaitlin Hess, passes the ball as Freshman Olivia Cappellini takes her approach preparing to attack.
CROSS COUNTRY

Sophomore Zoe McDevitt jets out in front of the pack at the start.

Sophomore Landon Davies finishes strong in 3rd place.

Sarah Butruille passes Davis High School before the finish.

Jaqueline Olguin looks at her time as she finishes.

Senior Elise Brulotte powers up and over the hill for her last time running the Ski Hill meet.

Junior Isabel Rodriguez passes Selah in the finish.
Derek Richardson, Landon Davies, Will Cassayre, Lien Hagedorn, Owen Bard, Jacob Redman, and Jerome Jerome with their league title and ticket to state.

Freshman Owen Bard comes around the corner as he heads towards his 5th place finish at Ski Hill.

Junior Connor Nelle and Freshman Isaac Tveten start their second lap.

Freshman Lien Hagedorn runs varsity at the Ski Hill meet.

Freshman Anna Martinez sprints off the start to try to get a good spot before the tight single track.

Sophomore Jerome Jerome starts his second lap just ahead of the Selah runners.

Senior Will Cassayre comes around the corner to finish his last time on the Ski Hill course.
Junior Clare Nelle rounds a corner before heading to the finish.

Freshman Hayden Anderson gives his final push for the finish.

Freshman Jacob Redman and Lien Hagedorn finish on the dreaded uphill.

Maleah Robles looks at her time as the crowd cheers on to the finish.


Senior Duncan Allen finishes for his last time on the Ski Hill course.

Senior Harrison Arnold starts his second lap on the Ski Hill course.

Freshman Anna Martinez speeds through the finish.
Senior Tamly Guzman leads her fellow cheerleaders in a dance to get the crowd going at half time.

Megan Miller and Morgan Colvin cheer up the student section against Cashmere.

Below: Faith Perez, Megan Miller, Olivia Winters, Tamly Guzman, Madison Dye, Sage Worden, and Morgan Colvin

Captain Sage Worden cheers on the football boys against Cashmere.

Olivia Winters and Morgan Colvin rally after cheering up the student section.

FALL CHEER

Madison Dye and Olivia Winters are pumping up the crowd against Okanogan.

Olivia Winters leads the student section in a cheer to pump up the crowd.

Madison Dye, Morgan Colvin, Faith Perez, and Sage Worden come together to cheer on the football boys at the first game of the year.
PRINCES & PRINCESSES

Sophomores
Aunika Thorp & Cole Warnaca

Freshmen
Manuel Camarena & Alexis Robles

Seniors
Megan Evans & Conrad Hasse

Juniors
Ben Sunitsch & Sarah Butruille

Homecoming Court: Manuel Camarena, Alexis Robles, Ben Sunitsch, Sarah Butruille, Kurt Fraker, Abigail Brown, Conrad Hasse, Megan Evans, Cole Warnaca, Aunika Thorp

KING & QUEEN
Kurt Fraker & Abigail Brown

Teague Duncan performs on stage flaunting his dress.

ANDREW MAGNAGHI, CARTER BAILEY, FLORIAN JOA, KURT FRAKER, & JOSE VALDEZ SMILE AT THE CROWD.

FRESHMAN CAKE

FRESHMAN BANNER

JUNIOR CAKE

SOPHOMORE BANNER

SENIOR CAKE

KODIARDS WILL KNOCK DOWN TH 2021

THE SOPHOMORE CLASS COMES TOGETHER TO PERFORM THEIR CHEER

OLIVIA WINTERS & ERIC ROSARIO LEAD THEIR JUNIOR CLASS CHEER.
**Homecoming Week**

**Seniors Leland Funke and Christian Gibbs watch as Josh Pederson readies himself.**

**Junior Jace Seeley spikes the ball, winning a point for the team!**

**Seniors Lane McKenney and Joshua Pederson watch as Conrad Hasse eagerly awaits the ball.**

**Freshman excitedly take on their first homecoming week!**

**Sophomores in Mr. Davies second period geometry class crush tie dye day during homecoming week!**

**Students go all out for Kodiak krazy showing some great spirit!**

**Jerome Jerome, Stella Johnson, and Leora Aurillio show their school spirit by dressing up for 'hippie day.'**

**Right: seniors triumphantly pose after winning powder puff volleyball!**

**Holland Townsend and Sierra Stodard lead their class against the junior girls.**

**Freshman Avette Demore and Ava Northrup put all their strength pulling against the seniors.**

**Stubbs' first period bio class show their inner Kodiak crazy for spirit week!**

**The juniors fight to defend their rope from crossing the line in a desperate attempt to secure more points for their class.**
Fall Play

Mia Lopez and Sarah Pinneo are standing guard over the maze.

Duncan Allen and Isaac Tveten are stunning the audience with their humor and charm.

Isaac Tveten kills it on the stage as he delivers his lines and captivates everyone with his humor.

Grace Smith and her brother Josiah Smith are prisoners in the maze.

Grace Smith goes in for the kill as she battles for her life in the maze.

Sarah Pinneo and Mia Lopez crush Holly Townsdin and Leora Aurilio with the wall of death.

Mia Lopez tells her prisoners their fate as they look on with fear.

Tagen Mathews and Josiah Smith cuddle for their survival in the maze of death.
"Dystopia"

Karina Hernandez-Delgado and Avette Demoor wait to run through the maze.

Duncan Allen (The Unicorn), hugs Josiah Smith in the cuddle contest.

As he is restored to life, Zane Priebe makes a speech about how much he loves life.

Elia Camp controls the maze with an iron fist.

Avette Demoor confesses to the murder.

Nathan Hagen the Mayfly and Emma Skylstad the Mayfly have an afternoon drink.

Kelsea Turner prepares to go into the maze.

Tagen Mathews tells the Mayflies how long they live and what their life purpose is.
VARITY BASKETBALL

ISAAC CORTES HITS A JUMPER FROM JUST OUTSIDE THE FREE THROW LINE.

HANS SCHLYER ARTS FORWARD, CATCHING CASHMERE OFF-GUARD.

COLE WARNACA GOES UP AND OVER THE CASHMERE DEFENDER FOR AN EASY TWO.

ISAAC CORTES FLOATS IT OVER CASHMERE, KNOCKING DOWN HIS FIRST BASKET OF THE EVENING.

KURT FRAKER AND ISAIAH DAYTON DEFEND THE PASS.

KURT FRAKER THROWS A LASER PASS TO COLE WARNACA.

HANS SCHLYER, COLE WARNACA, ETHAN BURPEE, KURT FRAKER AND ISAIAH DAYTON GET SET IN A DEFENSIVE STANCE.

BRET FRAKER GOES RIGHT THROUGH THE DEFENSIVE LINE, THEN SURVEYS THE COURT FOR A PASS.

ETHAN BURPEE PULLS UP AND HITS THREE, SILENCING THE CASHMERE STUDENT SECTION.
**Varsity Basketball**

Isaac Cortes uses his height advantage to keep Cascade in possession.

Wyatt Lambert finds a passing lane over the Okanagan defender.

Hans Schlyer takes the opportunity to hit a wide open corner three, while Isaac Cortes prepares to rebound the shot.

Bret Fraker hits a jumper from close range to put the Kodiaks ahead in the first quarter.

Hans Schlyer knocks down an free-throw like its nothing.

Top Row: Cole Warnaca, Hans Schlyer, Isaac Cortes, Wyatt Lambert and Bret Fraker

Bottom Row: Conrad Hasse, Cameron Ostrem, Ethan Burpee, Kurt Fraker and Isaiah Dayton

Ethan Burpee fades away to hit a two pointer just outside the key.

Conrad Hasse lines up a three in warm-ups.

Ethan Burpee opens up for Cameron Ostrem as he searches for an open man.
JUNIORS BASKETBALL

Top Row: Cameron Ostrem, Seth Blanchard, Parker Nunnally and Alex Flick
Bottom Row: Colton Latimer, Edgar Mata, Hunter Rodgers and Jalen Willis

Edgar Mata rip a great pass as Cascade sets up their attack.

Parker Nunnally floats over the Cashmere Defense.

Edgar Mata dribbles up the court after stealing the ball from a Cashmere player.

JUNIORS BASKETBALL

Edgar Mata and Parker Nunnally keep Cashmere from scoring.

Colton Latimer finds an open man to help Cascade score.

E-TEAM BASKETBALL

Hayden Anderson, Jaden Niemela, Damien Hughes, Jaden Avery, Jacob Redman
and Ben Piers

Edgar Mata sets up the Cascade offense as he takes it down the court.

Damien Hughes soars up to tip the ball in for two.

Hayden Anderson surveys his opponents defensive to find any weaknesses.

Jaden Niemela powers through Cashmere to put away a lay-up.

Ben Piers cuts back to create space from the on coming defender.
EMMA HALSETH DODGES A SURROUNDING PACK OF CASHMERE PLAYERS WHILE IMPRESSIVELY KEEPING THE BALL STEADY AND THE CROWD ON THE EDGE OF THEIR SEATS!

ALONDRA ACEVEDO-SANTIAGO QUICKLY PASSES TWO OPPOSING PLAYERS WHILE KEEPING THE BALL GUARDED AND EAGER TO SCORE ONE FOR THE TEAM.

JOCELLYN RODRIGUEZ TAKES IT LOW AND DRIBBLES THE BALL SKILLFULLY!

ALONDRA ACEVEDO-SANTIAGO TAKES THE BALL!

Girls Varsity Basketball from left to right: Autumn West, Emma Halseth, Dorothy Espinosa, Kaila Lovelady, Nicole Dunn, Alondra Acevedo-Santiago, Evelyn Bueno, and Jocelyn Rodriguez strike an intimidating pose sure to leave any opposing team trembling.

Dorothy Espinosa and Kaila Lovelady are preparing a pass while Nicole Dunn and Alondra Acevedo-Santiago create a shield to defend their team from the stampede of Cashmere players.
Autumn West scans the court and finds Emma Halseth to pass the ball, while being surrounded by the Cashmere players.

Dorothy Espinosa dodges a persistent Cashmere player.

Kaija Lovelady courageously sprints towards the basketball hoop while a stampede of opposing players follow behind.

Dorothy Espinosa dribbles the ball while looking for one of her red jersey comrades.

Kaija Lovelady dribbles the ball away from the opponents net and heads towards a great point!

Alondra Acevedo-Santiago makes an impressive shot leaving everyone on the edge of their seats!

Jocelynn Rodriguez prepares her defense while Dorothy Espinosa gets ready to score.

Emma Halseth readies herself with some dribbles before making an extraordinary free throw!
J.V. GIRLS BASKETBALL

Renee Lambert takes charge and dribbles past the Cashmere defense on her way to making a layup.

Perla Martinez fights to block the ball from being passed to the opposing team.

Renee Lambert shoots the ball and gains the Lady Kodiaks 2 points!

Kaley Oyos scans the court searching for a teammate to pass the ball to.

Xitlali Espinosa protects the ball from the Cashmere defense.

Rosario Fernandez concentrates on making a pass.

Xitlali Espinosa makes an overhead pass to set her teammate up to score.

Top Row: Renee Lambert, Toni Haarhues, Nayeli Fernandez, Xitlali Espinosa, Perla Martinez
Bottom Row: Alondra Torres, Chloe Palmer-Godsey, Kylea Gilreath, Jimena Ramirez, Kayle Oyos, Rosario Fernandez-Santiago
WINTER CHEER

YOUR 2018-2019 CHEERLEADERS!

Olivia Winters!

Morgan Colvin!

Megan Miller!

Madison Dye!

Sage Worden!

Above: Megan Miller cheers for our Kodiak team.

Right: Sage Worden and Morgan Colvin make a silly face to the stands.

Left: Morgan Colvin shakes her pom-poms with spirit!

Right: The squad teaching everyone the mighty Kodiak beat!

We got the beat! The mighty Kodiak beat!

Above: The team watches the game patiently waiting to lead the Kodiak Krazies in a cheer.

Morgan Colvin, Madison Dye, Olivia Winters, Sage Worden, and Megan Miller!

Above: The girls rally the stands with their flashy pom-poms.

Below: As a free-throw is shot, the squad stomps in unison in hopes of distracting the opposing team.

Above: The girls are anxiously waiting to see if the basket is made.

Right: Squad up! Taking a quick break to pose for a picture.
CASCADE WRESTLING

Juan Carlos Martinez uses the leg ride move to beat his opponent.

Jace Seely resumes the match by starting with referees position.

Adian Arceo gets leverage on the Bulldog by putting him in an arm bar.

Austin Curry performs a banana split in order to get closer to the pin.

Adian Arceo gives the camera a smirk, knowing he will win at our home match.

Axel Martinez attempts to flip and pin his opponent.

Jace Seely focuses on getting a good angle on the Cashmere Bulldog.

Axel Martinez and his opponent are in a tense collar tie, both wanting to win.

D'Andre Vasquez puts the Bulldog in an arm bar for the win.

Eric Rosario attempts an ankle throw and takes a win on the mat.

The Cascade Kodiaks brought home the first place trophy at Districts after going undefeated in league all season!

Juan Carlos Martinez gives the camera a look of pure determination when facing against Okanogan.

Cole Warman goes for a single leg in order to overcome the Bulldog.

Cole Warman starts his match head to head with his opponent.

Hunter Reinhart forces his opponent down toward a pin.

Daniel Sandoval finishes his match with his victory face.
David Nelson shows off his yoga instructor skills, while William Cassayre and Andrew Magnaghi follow along.

Andrew Magnaghi whips out his best pick-up line to woo Madeline Schiefelbein.

Ashley Ross is enchanted by David Nelson's pick-up line.

Kurt Fraker throws his best pick-up line at Kaila Lovelady.

Conrad Hasse impersonating Napoleon Dynamite shows off his talent to the audience.

D'Andre Vasquez gives his humorous thank yous to the audience.

Alejandro Sanchez, Conrad Hasse, Kurt Fraker, D'Andre Vasquez, Andrew Magnaghi, William Cassayre, 80 Duncan Allen, and David Nelson perform their Jazzercise fitness routine.

Duncan Allen shows off his Shakira dance moves.

Andre Magnaghi realizes his fitness moment.

2019 Mr. Kodiak Winner
William Cassayre is accompanied by Gianna Pistoressi to receive the Mr. Kodiak award trophy.
Annual Mr. Kodiak Staff Performance

Mrs. Guzman, Mrs. Hagedorn, Mr. Dundas, and Mr. Stubblefield dance to the beat of Ariana Grande.

Mrs. Dillon leads the staff performance.

Mr. Daley struts his stuff on stage.

Ms. Bixey flips her hair back while giving the audience a quick smile.

David Nelson forces Andrew Magnaghi into the correct yoga ball position.

Kurt Fraker flashes a flirty grin at the audience while D'Andre Vasquez struggles in the back.

Top: David Nelson, Conrad Hasse, Andrew Magnaghi, Duncan Allen
Bottom: William Cassayre, D'Andre Vasquez, Kurt Fraker

Alejandro Sanchez receives the 'Maybe Next Time' award.

Megan Evans carries her date, Conrad Hasse, up to the stage.

William Cassayre, Kurt Fraker, and Conrad Hasse wait for high fives from Andrew Magnaghi.
ONCE UPON A MATTRESS

In a kingdom far away, a lonely prince searches for a princess to be his wife, while his mother, the queen, makes sure that no princess passes the test to earn that position. Meanwhile, no one else in the kingdom can even marry until the prince does.

Above: Josiah Smith as the Jester.

Left: Lady Rowena, Kelsea Turner, and Lady Larkin, Hadyn Gunter, prepare the magic to help the princess fall asleep.

Above: Prince Dauntless, Landon Davies, helps Princess Winnifred, Ellie Camp, study for her test.

Left: Sir Harry, Isaac Tveten, and Lady Larkin, Hadyn Gunter, share a sweet moment.
Lady Melanie, Kaitlin Hess, Sir Luce, David Ising, Lady Calista, Emma Skylstad, and Lady Lucille, Carly Ostrem, praising Prince Dauntless.

Quinn Pinneo as the nightingale helps the princess feel sleepy.

Princess Winnifred and Lady Larkin talk over their problems.

Left: Minstrel, Tagen Mathews, and Wizard, Nathan Hagan, discuss their past.

Right: Emma Skylstad, David Ising, Catherine Bailey, Landon Davies, and Carly Ostrem dance as they sing for a princess for their prince.

Above: Queen Aggravain, Sarah Butruille, shares her glorious plan while the Wizard, Nathan Hagan, her son, Landon Davies, and her husband, King Sextimus, Zane Priebe listen with different amounts of joy.
Lane McKenney makes his move towards the basket while dodging a block from Mr. Daley.

Nate McMahon does his best to keep the ball away from Mr. Coffin. However, he can only move so much in those shorts.

All fun and games here! Conrad Hasse playfully pulls down Mr. Daley's headband into his face after the game.

Carlos Herrera sets up a shot from the three point line!

Kaija Lovelady represents the senior ladies by scoring over half the points of the game for the seniors.

Conrad Hasse throws up a jump three pointer while Mr. Lewman makes his best attempt at blocking the shot.

Mr. Merriman makes a lay up from behind!

Nate McMahon apologizes to Mr. Joya after a horrendous foul.

Kevin Rieke steals the ball and makes a mad dash to the basket to score!

Mr. Coffin shows he still has some game left in him.
**TRACK & FIELD**

Julia Armstrong gracefully clears the bar in her high jump event.

James Young prepares to laugh himself into the race.

Julia Armstrong in action as she attempts to clear the bar.

Catherine Bailey races along with the relay baton.

Landon Davies charges forward in his long distance event.

Kasia Muscutt holds Victoria Driscoll's block in place as Tori starts her race.

James Young and Florian Joa fly off the starting blocks for there race.

William Cassarye and Haydyn Gunter discuss track strategies.
Madeline Gillespie passes the baton to Alexandria in their relay event.

Madeline Gillespie, Catherine Bailey, Avery McKenny and Alexandria smile for their first track meet of the season.

Jacob Redman flies through his event.

Warming up despite the winter chill.

First Row: Coach Erik Wulfman, Coach Bill Davies, David Ising, Jacob Redman, Parker Nunnaly, Florian Joa, Skye Bartz, Isaac Tveten, Andrew Magnaghi, Alejandro Sanchez, Stephen Tveten, James Young, Coach Omar Stubblefield, Coach Mara Cummings

Second Row: Hadyn Gunter, Luis Gonzalez-Rosario, Zoe McDevitt, Hanna Drolc, Landon Davies, Madeline Gillespie, Tiera Groff, Marisol Brinkman, William Cassayre

Third Row: Victoria Driscoll, Sierra Stoddard, Kylea Gilreath, Alexandria Rodgers, Porter Stock, Josie Brennan, Avery McKenny and Devan Archer

Fourth Row: Krisia Quintanilla, Alma Castro, Catherine Bailey, Abigail Emert, Leonardo Lopez-Hernandez

Stephen Tveten marches the track team through the standing snow.
Isaac Teveton launches himself towards the sand pit.

David Ising sprints towards his jump and the awaiting sand pit.

Madeline Gillespie captured mid jump in her long jump event.

Jacob Redman cruises to the finish line.

Parker Nunnally races towards the finish line.

Landon Davies strides towards his first place finish.

The track team stretches for today's workout.
KODIAK GOLF

Top Row: Natalie Craig, Emma Nielson, Emma Halseth, Michael Whitehead, Isaac Cortes, Chandler Pulse.
Middle Row: Ruth Biesesheimer, Laura Lyman, Carly Ostrem
Bottom Row: Coach Randy Alexander, Austin Curry, Ledger Parrish, Coach Ken Baumann

Emma Halseth lines up her shot doing her best to stay away from the snow!

Natalie Craig gives the ball her best swing!

Emma Nielson eyes the ball practicing her swing.

Gavin Dwyer practices putting with perfect precision.

Ledger Parrish captured mid swing.

Carly Ostrem practices perfect swings in the Osborn gymnasium.

Micheal Whitehead is pictured right before making a perfect put!
SOFTBALL


Madison Hardy crouches into a catcher's position while Nicole Dunn readies her swinging stance.

Sarah Paulson, pitcher, makes an impressive swing while Renee Lambert prepares to catch the ball.

Kaija Lovelady perfects her swing and sends the ball through the air.

Emma Kampen-Palmer makes an impressive throw in practice.

Madeline Schiefelbein sends the ball flying after a great hit!
Sarah Paulson pitches the ball and Renee Lambert is ready to defend the bases.

Alondra Acevedo-Santiago and Jocelynn Rodriguez practice toss and catch before the game.

Alondra Acevedo-Santiago is ready for anything that comes her way.

Kayla Bittle and Sarah Paulson protect their bases.

Truh Merriman and Renee Lambert are eager to catch the ball.

Let's Go Kodiaks!

Truh Merriman about to swing while Kaija Lovelady catches.

Sarah Paulson is readying herself to sprint and move up bases.

Renee Lambert makes a glorious swing that brings the crowd to its feet!

Kayla Bittle, Sarah Paulson, and Nayeli Fernandez huddle up to discuss their team tactics.

Madeleine Schefelbein hits into her swinging stance that will send opposing team running!
2019 BASEBALL

Right: Cameron Ostrem rounds first base as he heads for second.

Right: Ben Sunitsch steals second base.

Above: Conrad Hasse winds up to pitch the ball.

Right: David Nelson, Owen Skylstad and Cole Warnaca come in after an inning.

David Nelson sprints through first base nearly escaping an out.

Below: Cody Enloe takes a swing at the ball.

Above: Catcher, Ben Sunitsch, snatches a ball after Conrad Hasse threw a pitch on a Sultan player.
Hunter Reinhart swings at a pitch.

Conrad Hasse prepares to round first base.

Conrad Hasse pitches a ball that struck the Sultan batter out.

Above: Cameron Ostrem slides to safety on first base.

Cole Warnaca tosses the ball in after making an out.

Nathan McMahon prepares for the batter to send the ball his way in left field.

Timothy Thompson jumps and catches the ball in center field.

Jv baseball

Above: Nikoli Habeck throws the ball to home after catching the ball.

Left: Huntington Rodgers throws the ball from the outfield.

Top Row: Trent Hedges, Hunter Zackary, Huntington Rodgers, Gunnar Balzer

Middle Row: John McLeod, Spencer Drolic, Justin Puntiel

Bottom Row: Jadon Hiatt, Rally Baker, Brodie Ward
Arturo Avila-Lopez takes on the keeper from Prosser to score Cascade's fourth goal.

Raul Mata-Garcia looks up as he prepares to send the ball to one of the Cascade forwards.

JULIAN ÁLVAREZ dribbles through the entire opposing team while Edgar Mata prepares to assist.

Will Piers looks to kick a ball over the top to Efren Guerro.

Edgar Mata-Garcia steps in front of the Prosser defender to win the ball off of a goal-kick.

Jalen Willis watches as Raul Mata-Garcia readys to switch the field, evading the Prosser defense.

Jalen Willis steps to intercept the pass, stopping the Prosser Counter.

Arturo Avila-Lopez controls the ball while Jose Rivera prepares for a pass.
Owen Bard steps in front of the opposing team's pass, winning the ball.

Daniel Sandoval dribbles out of pressure and looks for a pass.

Ricardo Barragan launches a free kick into the goal box, assisting Raul Mata for a goal.

Arturo Avila-Lopez sends the ball forward down the sideline, continuing the cascade attack.

Julian Alvarez, Caden Newman, and Edgar Mata watch as Raul Mata-Garcia winds up to send a rocket of a volley at the Prosser goal.


Bottom Row: Carlos Vazquez, Antonio Garcia, Joseph Wall, Jaden Niemela, Derek Richardson, Edgar Mata, Owen Bard, Isac Guzman, Jose Reyes.

Jerome Jerome receives a back pass and he looks for an outlet to play the ball.
Aldair Dropeza-Oyos intercepts Wahluke's pass.

Jose Reyes beats the opposing player to the ball.

Antonio Garcia pressures, preventing Wahluke from turning.

Joseph Wall takes the ball down the wing, looking for a cross.

Manuel Camarena chases down a ball in the corner, while calling for support.

Josiah Johnson looks up before throwing the ball down the field to start the attack.

Derek Richardson and Emanuel Gil-Garcia play team defense and win the ball.

Jose Reyes makes a great tackle, winning the ball and stopping the attack.

Joseph Wall pushes the opposing player off the ball.

Angel Onate-Penilla and Emanuel Gil-Garcia run on to Derek Richardson's pass.

Derek Richardson prepares a pass to get out of pressure.
Icicle Bicycle

Stella Bywater Johnson and Isabella Gilreath smile at an Icicle Bicycle event!

Brodie Ward flashes a smile at the camera.

Tobin Walker skillfully jumps the snow still remaining at Osborn Elementary.

William Nilles maneuvers throughout cones to practice his techniques.

Equestrian

Equestrian Team 2018-19

Cascade Kodiaks

Top: Sasha Morgan, Ty Harris (Cashmere), Ava Holmes
Bottom: Hailey Bermingham, Gloria Campbell, Heidi Dougherty
Megan Evans and Dorothy Espinosa come together during a break in their first match of the year!

Stella Johnson and Molly Wiser show us how they really prepare for a match.

Dorothy Espinosa gets ready to fire the ball back to the other side of the court.

Top Row: Coach Hassinger, Torin Brine, Quinn Priebe, James Dickinson, Megan Evans, Hans Schlyer, Joshua Pedersen, Kayden Peterson
Bottom Row: Rory Swoboda, Dorothy Espinosa, Molly Wiser, Kolby Hunt, Stella Johnson, Leora Aurilio

Hans Schlyer prepares to receive the ball.

Kolby Hunt slams the ball to the opponent's side of the court.

James Dickinson starts to chase the ball as it comes back over the net.

Stella Johnson, Molly Wiser and Rory Swoboda pose for the camera as they get ready for their game.
Xitlali Espinosa and Isabella McKean switch sides after winning their first set.

Chloe Palmer-Godsey smashes the ball and wins the point.

Cooper Bryan and Zac Holton talk to Coach Tiana to get pumped up for the second half of their match.

Cooper Bryan and Zac Holton get ready to return the ball.

Olivia Cappellini serves the ball.

Vrushika Doshi and Leora Aurilio prepare to win their next set.

Serve It Up!

Top Row: Isabella McKean, Olivia Cappellini, Xitlali Espinosa, Kaelyn Hess
Bottom Row: Chase Runions, Vrushika Doshi, Coach Hassinger

Austin McElravy, Avery Jacobson and Cooper Bryan talk before their next match.

J.V. Tennis

Olivia Cappellini serves the ball as Isabella McKean focuses on the return.
"The Kodiak Krazies made all the difference at our games. They traveled everywhere with us and it meant the world that they gave up their time to support us no matter what. My favorite memory of a Krazy Krowd was when the soccer girls rushed over after their game at Lakeside to support us. Thank you Krazies!" -Abigail Brown

Krazy for our seniors!

In this picture we see seniors Madeline Schiefelbein, Tamly Guzman and Kayla Bittle leading the students who attended the Grizzled Old Men game in a cheer in hopes of helping their seniors win.

No home field advantage? No problem!

Above we see eager soccer fans Ashley Ross, Tamly Guzman, Stephanie Valencia, Natalie Robles and Maleah Robles show the soccer boys support even though most of their home games were held in Wenatchee due to snow on the home field!
FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS

D'Andre Vasquez, Efren Guerrero, Elise Brulotte, Madeline Schiefelbein, Megan Evans and Abigail Brown scream with their fellow Kodiak Krazies in hopes of helping the football team get the best of the Omak Pioneers.

"HEY! YOU! SHOOT TWO!"

Above: Vanessa Rodriguez, Stephanie Valencia and Tamy Guzman group together for a shot of their game day attire. The theme was "Kodiak Krazy" and we think that they delivered!

Left: The Kodiak Krazies wait patiently for the next basketball play to begin.

"We can truck it all the way!"

Football fans participate in the "Truck it" cheer led by the Kodiak cheerleaders.

Seniors: Elise Brulotte, Madeline Schiefelbein, Megan Evans, Abigail Brown and Kaitlyn Craig right up in the front row smile for the camera.

Seniors: Megan Evans, Abigail Brown, Madeline Schiefelbein, Hadyn Gunter, Kayla Bittle and Dorothy Espindola decked out in their American gear.
Dylan Lord
Nikki Roberts
Ezequiel Sanchez-Martinez
Emma Nilson
Madilyn McNeil
Kayden Peterson
Lillyan Ashford
Makena Burpee
Madeline Hinds
Fatima Rosario
Joshua Schafer
Christopher Sullivan
Dante Atkins
Luke Williams
Tyson Markray
Dillon Grantz
Kendra Emry
Kenya Guzman
Anel Rivera
Kodiak Bucket List

Eduardo Camarena
Ride a man air balloon at

Jackob Guzman-Garcia
Go my dog

Jonathan Wall
Go to the college

Maxwell Webb
Travel out of the country

Jeremy Sickles-Jeffris
Wake up early

Jose Navarro
Graduate college

Yohana Bernal
Learn Russian

Juquila Trujillo
Buy my parents a house

Layne Creech
Own black lots

Savanna Heyl
Get a dog

Leonardo Garcia-Torres
Go to Paris

Brianna Moss
Go to New York
YOUR FAVORITE

Kodiak Krazie moment: ______________________________

______________________________________________

Sporting event: ________________________________

______________________________________________

Teacher: ______________________________________

______________________________________________

School Event: _________________________________

______________________________________________

Memory at lunch: ______________________________

______________________________________________

"Planned" Absence: ____________________________

______________________________________________

Homecoming week event: _______________________

______________________________________________

School Break: _________________________________

______________________________________________

What you like about the new school: ___________

______________________________________________
SENIORS MOST

BECOME PRESIDENT

D'Andre Vasquez
Abigail Brown

COMPETE IN THE OLYMPICS

Nicole Dunn
Andrew Magnaghi

TAKE UP TWO OR MORE PARKING SPACES

Megan Evans
Duncan Allen

BE FEATURED ON FOOD NETWORK

Natalie Robles
Kurt Fraker

BE THE NEXT BACHELOR/BACHELORETTE

Tamly Guzman
Christian Gibbs
LIKELY TO...

BECOME A YOGA INSTRUCTOR
Madeline Schiefelbein
Elise Brulotte

BUILD A VEGAN EMPIRE
Hadyn Gunter
Conrad Hasse

DO IMPROV
David Nelson
Mia Lopez

TAKE A LLAMA FROM A PETTING ZOO

SHOW UP LATE WITH COFFEE
Lane McKenney
Shayla Murphy

Dorothy Espinosa
Leland Funke
Christian Gibbs

A quiet wisdom, a kind heart, and a deep commitment to friends, family and teammates are what I think of most when I think of you. I'm so proud to call you my son. Your intelligence, insightfulness, creativity and love will guide you to beautiful places. I have watched you grow from an adorable boy into a young man whose insight and sensitivity are complimented by his compassion and creativity. The heart and soul you have poured into football exemplifies the man you are becoming. The photographs you take, the laughter you create, and the smiles you make have graced my life. Thank you for the joys and the gifts you have given. I love you Christian. - Mom
William Mason Nilles

William, we are so proud of you! Your spirit, kindness, and determination will lead you to a life filled with happiness. Your future is bright and we will always be by your side, cheering you on. Happy trails!
Love, Mom, AJ, and Allie

Kaitlyn Craig

We can't begin to tell you how proud we are of you! Your kind soul shines so bright and you have an amazing future ahead of you. We love you so much!
XOXO
Dad, Mom, & Natalie

Abigail Jordyn Brown

Our Little Miss Sunshine...
From the moment God brought you into our lives, you have been a ray of sunshine, infusing our family with joy and laughter. Your crazy faces, fluffy cheeks, exuberant squealing, constant shenanigans and cleverness beyond your years certainly kept us on our toes. The loving bond between you and your sister was precious, a true delight.

We are so very proud of the young lady you have become. Your work ethic, care for others, kind heart and winning smile will draw others to you. Share the light God is within you. Luv Mom & Mad

Looks and brains, the complete package. Love Dad
Kaija Jewell,
We are so proud of the beautiful, strong, intelligent young woman you have become. We wish you all the best as you start your quest into Adulthood. Remember, know your worth, always be yourself, be kind and forgiving and most of all have FUN!!!

We will always be here for you.
XOXO
All of our Love,
Mom, Jason, Cerla and Rayen
D'Andre Vasquez

Since the moment you came into our lives you have been a constant source of inspiration. We are so proud of you and know that your hard work and dedication will continue to lead you to an amazing future... the best is yet to come.
With love, David, Inez, Cristal & Frank

Leland L. Funke

Congratulations Leland!
We are so proud of you and who you have become. So proud of your joining the Chelan County Fire Dist 3 and serving our community. You are such a kind and caring young man. Love you so much! Mom, Dad and big brothers Sterling and Chandler.
Joshua B. Pedersen

Your drive and dedication to conquer whatever you set your sight on is amazing. We know your intuitiveness, empathy, and ability to listen and learn will serve you well in life. Congratulations on your double graduation Josh! Love and God’s blessings, Dad, Mom and Colby

Lili Pflug-Tilton

To our superstar daughter! You are a shining star - an amazing girl with a loving nature, and creative spirit. Your family is so proud!
LEANDRO JASSO

JUNE 19TH, 1993 - NOVEMBER 24TH 2018

This year, the Cascade family suffered the loss of a courageous fellow Kodiak. Although this generation of Cascade students did not know him well, he is and will forever be a Kodiak. We as a publications staff would like to dedicate this yearbook to his memory. Thank you for your sacrifice, Leandro. You will not be forgotten.

"In explaining a complicated soul, in admiring his joyful, provocative and brave qualities, we are also reminded - we aspire to the same things. Everyone shared stories of Lando's joyful smile. Everyone shared stories of his kind soul--and sometimes wicked sense of humor."

"As much as anyone I've known, Lando was deep into a love affair with the candle of life that flickers inside of us all. Maybe the reason the kid was never on time was because a part of his old soul always had an eye on what is changeless and vast in this life. That flicker of light in us." - Mrs. Brixey

Once a Kodiak, Always a Kodiak.
ON TO THEIR NEW BEGINNINGS